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On July 2100 in Hermitage, West Berkshire, Yarn Fest was opened selling quality designer yarns in
order to suit all tasted and budgets of different people. With this, it would be better if you are going
to see their range either by just visiting them if you can choose from their online selection. Yarn Fest
was actually founded by Christine and Don Prater and is also the first in a series of specialist yarn
shops. Christine is a keen knitter who is also with great experience when it comes in complimentary
crafts and knows how to understands the needs of the knitters regardless of their level of skills.

They hold a variety of workshops that covers knitting from beginners to advanced, courses for
children and options which includes Crochet, Felting and Weaving. Artesano is a well known and
much loved name when it comes to the world of knitting, with Artesano yarn and wool having a great
reputation amongst the knitting community. This family business actually set up shop 5 years ago
and hasn't looked back since then. Since their formation, Artesano have rapidly expanded and
become one of the biggest success stories in knitting yarn wholesale. Currently, Artesano are now 
selling to companies across the world, represented in 500 stores, across 22 countries.

Other than that, King Cole is also a family business with a long, involved and varied history when it
comes to wool and yarn production. The company have also its roots firmly in East Yorkshire, from
where it has been operating from for a long period of time, for over 75 years in fact. King Cole
knitting is actually very conscientious when it comes to their approach to their knitting products. The
items that are available in their ranges include fashion inspired knitwear pieces, these will also help
in order to keep knitting fresh and new, keeping the younger knitting generations wanting more, and
more experienced knitters a new challenge or even approach to master.

Moreover, Manos yarn is also such a beautiful product, produced by warm individuals striving in
order to make their local communities better. There is a strong sense of community and this runs
throughout Manos del Uruguay who, as a co-operative, work together in order to achieve their
goals. Around 400 women make up the co-operative currently and with as many as 1200 working
for the organization during their busiest periods. The Manos yarn is actually sourced from natural
materials that are interknit with their local economies and these are available in a great selection of
ethical, fair-trade, Manos del Uruguay products in stock.
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